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Abstract—Performance is a key issue in the implementation
of tools for policy-based management of large and complex
networked systems. When a system is characterized by millions
of policies, the policy decision point is usually a performance
bottleneck for the whole system. Although a few researchers
have proposed cache-based methods to improve the efficiency
of the policy decision point, the mutable variables, e.g., time,
location, and temperature, are usually hard to be dealt with.
The reason is that when applicable policies contain mutable
variables, the policy decision point has to re-evaluate conditions
in policies for events with the same targets. This paper thus
proposes a novel Mutable Variable Aware Cache mechanism,
by which the entries in the cache are aware of the mutable
variables. The conditions or sub-conditions that do not contain
mutable variables in the applicable policies will be evaluated
once during the life cycle of a policy decision point for specific
events, and the evaluation results will be appended to the cache.
This optimization can greatly reduce the cost of fetching the
values of mutable variables and evaluating the conditions or
sub-conditions. It can, therefore, improve the performance of
the policy decision point. We classify the possible situations
and propose key algorithms. We also conduct a performance
evaluation, which shows that the Mutable Variable Aware
Cache mechanism can significantly improve the efficiency of
a policy decision point.
Keywords-Policy-based Management, Policy Decision Point,
Cache, Mutable Variable

I. I NTRODUCTION
Policy-based management [1][2][3][4][5] represents an
effective approach for managing large-scale networked systems, such as cloud systems. Such an approach simplifies
network and security management and supports high-level
languages by which management policies can be expressed
in the Event-Condition-Action form. A very well-known
architectural paradigm for implementing such a policy-based
management approach, proposed by standardization bodies
like IETF and DMTF [6], relies on three core architectural
components: the policy repository (PR) in charge of managing policies; the policy decision point (PDP) in charge
of processing policies in order to generate policy decisions;
and policy enforcement point (PEP) in charge of interacting
with the applications requiring the enforcement of policies.
Of course, in order to achieve reasonable performance in
the management of the networked system, the performance
of the PDP is critical as this component typically has to
process several applicable policies for each single request.

A system consisting of thousands of software and hardware
components may have millions of policies and thus the PDP
must be designed with efficiency as a main goal.
Approaches have thus been proposed to address the
efficiency of the PDP [7][8][9]. Such approaches usually
leverage some cache mechanisms [7] or re-organize the
policies to streamline the policy evaluation process at the
PDP [8][9]. Cache-based approaches usually leverage a
temporary storage to store the intermediate results for the
PDP. For example, the system stores the decision result in
the cache. After that, if the same event happens, the system
can directly return the result fetched from the cache without
further evaluation in the PDP. The latter could heavily
consume time. Here, the same event means the same type
of event, the same triggered object, and the same possible
target.
In cache-based approaches, however, a critical issue is
represented by the management of mutable variables in
the monitored events. Examples of such variables include
the time when the event happens, and the location where
the event happens. Mutable variables are however critical
for many policy models such as models supporting context
sensitive access control model and attribute-based policy
model. The main issue concerning these variables is that
their values need to be continuously acquired, possibly for
each processed event. A possible approach to addressing this
issue is to use a time window for each cache entry. For any
event happening in the time window, the decision of the PDP
will be fetched from the cache upon cache hit, and returned
despite the fact that the result could be incorrect due to
changes of values in mutable variables. This strategy is thus
not optimal and whereas it may be suitable for managing
authorization policies [10], it may be not applicable to other
domains.
This paper, thus, proposes a novel optimization technique,
referred to as the Mutable Variable Aware Cache (MVAC)
mechanism, for improving the efficiency of cache-based
mechanisms for PDP. Under the MVAC approach the variables are divided into mutable variables and non-mutable
variables. MVAC manages variables in these two categories
according to different strategies. When non-mutable variables are involved in the evaluation process of the PDP, a
result cache entry will be created. Otherwise, when mutable

variables are involved in the evaluation process of the PDP,
the relevant conditions will be attached to the mutable
variable aware cache entry, and evaluated again only when
the same event happens. This strategy avoids having to
always perform a full evaluation process at the PDP and
thus enhances the PDP performance.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel cache mechanism, referred to as the
Mutable Variable Aware Cache (MVAC) mechanism,
to enhance the efficiency of PDP. In MVAC, we leverage two types of cache entries: result cache in charge
of the applicable policies without mutable variables
and token cache in charge of the applicable policies
with mutable variables. We use different strategies to
deal with these two different caches when processing
policies for policy decision making.
• We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
proposed technique by using simulated data concerning
a data center case. We compare MVAC with other
PDP evaluation processes in the cases of pure policy
cache and no cache. The performance evaluation shows
that the proposed caching mechanism greatly improves
performance. Experimental results also show how the
ratio of mutable variables and size of cache pool
influence cache performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces preliminary notions and a running scenario of our
proposed work. Section III describes our mutable variable
cache mechanism in detail. We then present experimental
setup and show experimental results in Section IV. Next,
we discuss implementation issues in Drools [11][12], which
is a rule reasoning engine that we have used as a policy
evaluation mechanism in PDP. We also discuss about the
correctness of the MVAC-based decisions in Section V.
Section VI introduces related work. Finally, Section VII
summarizes the paper and outlines future work.
II. P RELIMINARY N OTIONS AND RUNNING S CENARIO

The action could simply be returning a permit or deny
decision. In this paper, we focus on the general form of
policies, which follows the ECA paradigm.
The policies in policy-based management are designed
to fulfill a specific purpose, and are usually organized in a
hierarchical structure. Furthermore, some elements, such as
target and combination algorithm, are designed to enhance
the performance of the policy evaluation process.
B. Cache based Performance Optimization
The use of cache is a common strategy to enhance
performance. There are two main types of caches in the
PDP. The first one is the policy cache. When an event
happens, the PDP captures the event, then retrieves the
applicable policies. Identifiers of these policies would then
be set into policy cache entries. Next time the same event
comes, the PDP acquires the applicable policies through
cache entries with no need to retrieve the policies from the
PR. The second type of cache is the result cache. That is,
when the event and the target are the same, the result can
be directly returned from the cache without further policy
evaluations. This mechanism can dramatically reduce the
cost [7][17]. These cache mechanisms usually ignore the
problem of policy updates, because the policies in the policybased management are usually relevantly stable. A feasible
way to count the policy update is to refresh all the cache
entries.
However, when the condition in a policy contains
a term determined by a mutable variable, such as
currenttemperature > 25◦ C, the result of the hit cache
entry could be wrong because the value of currenttemperature is changed, for instance, from 24◦ C to 26◦ C. In order
to deal with such changes, the PDP should re-evaluate all
applicable policies, or set a time window during which any
change of mutable variables is ignored which may result in
a wrong decision.
To combine the advantages of the two types of cache, we
propose the Mutable Variable Aware Cache mechanism.

A. Policy Languages

C. Running Scenario: Data Center Management

Most policy-based management approaches support a policy language for expressing policies of interest [13][14][15].
To date, there are two main categories of policy languages
that have been defined for two different application purposes:
security management policies, such as XACML (eXtendible
Access Control Markup Language) [16] policies, and network management policies, such as SPL (Simple Policy
Language) policies.
The policy languages follow the Event-Condition-Action
(ECA) paradigm. The ECA paradigm means that if an event
happens, the action will be executed when the condition is
satisfied. However, some policy languages are restricted to
the Condition-Action (CA) form. The CA form means that
when the condition is satisfied, the action will be executed.

Our running scenario focuses on data centers which are
today commonly used by many different organizations and
companies. Hoelzle et al. [18] defined a data center as
a building in which multiple servers and communication
gears are co-located because of their common environmental
requirements and physical security needs, and for the ease
of maintenance. In order to make a data center run smoothly
and stably, an administrator is faced with several tough challenges, including environmental control and safety monitoring. A well-designed environmental monitor and control system typically include basic equipments, such as temperature
sensors, humidity sensors, smoke sensors, air-conditioners
and fire alarms. All such equipments need to be properly
managed. A policy-based management approach represents

an effective approach in such context. For example, the
central control system could make certain adjustments to
environmental conditions according to policies stored in the
PR based on data acquired by monitor equipments. Moreover
if the administrator wants to change policies, he or she just
need to modify the relevant policies which is very easy to
do when a high-level policy language is provided.
The following are examples of policies in our data center
scenario.
Policy 1:
Event: PersonArrive
Condition:
Person is Administrator
Action: Open the door of Room A
Policy 2:
Event: TemperatureChange
Condition:
Temperature is higher than 24◦ C
∧ Location of Sensor A is in Room A
Action: Turn Cooler A in Room A on
Policy 3:
Event: TimeChange
Condition:
Current time is 12:00 AM
Action: Turn the ventilating fan in Room A on
Policy 1, Policy 2 and Policy 3 are policies from a policy
set designed for the management of Room A in the data
center:
• Policy 1 specifies that when a person arrives at the door
of Room A, the physical access control system checks
whether the person is the administrator. If this is the
case, the control system opens the door; otherwise the
door is kept locked. To enforce this policy, the PDP
must retrieve the role properties of the subject, and take
a physical access control decision, that is, opening the
door and allowing access to the room, or keeping the
door locked and denying access to the room.
Analysis: The result cache can work well for this
policy. That is, the PDP does not need to retrieve
the role properties when the person arrives at the
door again, and can directly return the correct
result from the result cache.
• Policy 2 specifies that when the current temperature is
higher than 24◦ C and the location of Sensor A is in
Room A, the central control system turns on the cooler
in Room A.
Analysis: The result cache can not work well
for this policy. Once the temperature changes
from 25◦ C to 23◦ C, the decision result should be
changed accordingly. Hence, this part of the condition must be evaluated for each event, because

•

the temperature is a mutable variable. On the
contrary, the location of Sensor A is not a mutable
variable, if the sensor is permanently installed
in Room A. In such case, information about the
location of Sensor A just needs to be retrieved
once, and thus the latter part of the condition just
needs to be evaluated once. However, if the sensor
is mobile, the location is obviously a mutable
variable. Thus, whether a variable is mutable or
not should be specified by the administrator.
Policy 3 specifies that a ventilating fan must be turned
on when the current time is 12:00 AM every day.
Analysis: The result cache does not work well for
this policy because the current time is a mutable
variable.

III. M UTABLE VARIABLE AWARE C ACHE M ECHANISM
A. Key Flow Of Mutable Variable Aware Cache Mechanism
The IETF policy working group has standardized a policy framework [19], which consists of four elements: the
policy administration point (PAP), the policy decision point
(PDP), the policy enforcement point (PEP), and the policy
repository (PR). The PAP allows administrators to write and
manage policies; the PR supports storage and retrieval of
the defined policies; The PDP evaluates policies and make
decisions; whereas the PEP enforces the decisions.
Figure 1 shows the flow of our proposed MVAC in the
context of the IETF policy framework. Our MVAC flows
are represented by solid lines. After an event is captured, a
request for decision is sent to the PDP. The PDP tries to hit
a cache entry. If a ResultCache is hit, a decision is directly
made. If a TokenCache is hit, the PDP further evaluates
the corresponding policies to make a decision. However,
if no cache entry is hit, the PDP retrieves the applicable
policies from the PR, and then evaluates these policies to
make a decision. After a decision is made, a token set may
be generated. If a token set is generated, a TokenCache will
be created. When no token set is created, the PDP creates
a ResultCache cache entry. An administrator can modify
policies through the PAP, and thus invalidate some cache
entries.
B. Basic Definitions
We first introduce the new concept of Mutable Variable
Aware Token (MVAT for short), which is a data object
recording whether the variables in the Condition part of a
specific ECA policy are mutable variables, and the values of
these variables when the policy applies to a policy request.
Definition 1. Mutable Variable Aware Token(MVAT):
MVAT := hTokenID, V , PolicyIDi
V := {hvariable name, is mutable, variable valuei+ }

Here, TokenID refers to the identifier of a MVAT.
hvariable name, is mutable, variable valuei is a triple
where variable name refers to the name of a variable,
is mutable denotes whether a variable is defined as a mutable variable, and is mutable ∈ {true, f alse}. True means
that the variable is a mutable variable. variable value refers
to the value of the variable when the MVAT is created. The
sign + indicates that there may be more than one triple of
variables. PolicyID refers to a policy identifier, indicating
from which policy the MVAT comes. In this case, we say
this MVAT is pointing to the policy with identifier PolicyID.
We will discuss how a MVAT is created in detail later.
The following is an example of MVAT.
Example:
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htid : token1 , {htemperature, true, 24i, hlocation,
false, RoomAi}, policy2 i
We extend the IETF policy framework by adding a Cache
object to enhance the policy evaluation performance. We
define two kinds of cache objects, namely, ResultCache,
and TokenCache. We define them as follows:
Definition 2. ResultCache:
ResultCache := hEvent, Decision, ExpireT ime,
{P olicyID+ }i
Here, a result cache is keyed by Event, which also serves
as an index for the PDP when looking for a cache entry.
Decision is a decision made by the PDP, which is the Action
part of an ECA policy, or a combination of Actions if the
number of applicable policies is greater than one. ExpireTime
refers to the window time when the cache entry will expire.
PolicyID refers to policy identifier and the sign + indicates
there may be more than one policy.

Figure 1.

Mi indicates whether an applicable policy (1 ≤ i ≤
Napplicable+ ) which is evaluated true contains mutable
variables. If it does contain mutable variables, Mi =1;
otherwise Mi =0.
• We extend existing policy languages by adding an
annotation tag. Its value denotes whether the variables
in the Condition of a policy are mutable variables. A
system administrator can set or modify the annotation
tag.
Assume that our example policies (see Section II.C) are
expressed in a XML-based policy language. The annotations
for each example are as follows:
• Policy 1
•

<annotations>
<annotation type="non-mutable">
person
</annotation>
</annotations>

Definition 3. TokenCache:
TokenCache := hEvent, {Token + }, ExpireTimei
Here, like in Definition 2, Event and ExpireTime refer to
the key of a cache entry and expiration time, respectively.
T oken+ is a set of tokens. The sign + denotes there exists
one or more tokens in a cache entry.

•

C. Five Situations of MVAC Creation in PDP
As we can see in Figure 1, the enhanced PDP leverages
the cache module to improve its efficiency. Two kinds of
cache entry may be generated, namely, a ResultCache entry
and a TokenCache entry.
During the cache entry generation process, five possible
cases can arise which need to be considered separately.
Before we discuss these cases, we introduce some notations
and settings:
• Napplicable+ denotes the number of applicable policies
for an event whose conditions are evaluated true. Note
that, Napplicable+ ≥ 0.

Key Flow Of Mutable Variable Aware Cache Mechanism

Note that in this policy, person is not defined as a
mutable variable.
Policy 2
<annotations>
<annotation type="mutable">
temperature
</annotation>
<annotation type="non-mutable">
location
</annotation>
</annotations>

•

Policy 3
<annotations>
<annotation type="mutable">

currenttime
</annotation>
</annotations>
Figure 2 summarizes the five cases that can arise
when creating cache entries in MVAC. In Figure 2, RC
and TC represent ResultCache and TokenCache cache
entries respectively. Two parameters determine the five
cases: Napplicable+ and Mi . We do not show cases where
Napplicable+ =0 in Figure 2.
1) Case One: Napplicable+ = 1, M1 = 0. There exists
only one applicable policy whose condition is evaluated true,
and the policy does not contain any mutable variable.
• Cache Entry Generation: This step generates a ResultCache entry, whose definition is shown in Section III.
Here we assume that ExpireTime is constant value D,
which means an administrator can set the expiration
time according to system requirements.
• Example: We show the ResultCache from Policy 1 as
follows:

5) Case Five: Napplicable+ > 1, ∃Mi = 0, ∃Mi = 1.
The number of applicable policies whose conditions are
evaluated true is more than one, and some of these policies
contain non-mutable variables, whereas others do not.
•

D. Decisions based on ResultCache and TokenCache
Upon arrival on an event, the PDP uses the event as a
key to look up the cache entry keyed by exactly the same
event. If a cache entry is hit, our cache mechanism deals with
ResultCache and TokenCache in different ways in decision
making.
1) ResultCache:
•

hPersonArrive, open door , D, {policy1 }i
•

2) Case Two: Napplicable+ > 1, ∀Mi = 0. There
exists more than one applicable policy whose condition is
evaluated true, and all of these policies contain no mutable
variables.
• Cache Entry Generation: A ResultCache entry is generated. In the result cache entry, Decision is the combination of Action parts of these policies. The PolicyID
set is a set of the identifiers of these policies.
3) Case Three: Napplicable+ = 1, M1 = 1. In this
case, the number of applicable policies whose condition is
evaluated true is one, and the policy does contain mutable
variables.
• Cache Entry Generation: A TokenCache entry would
be generated in this case, and its structure is as shown
in Section III.
• Example: Policy 2 is the only applicable policy which
is evaluated true, so a token would be created first:
htid : token1 , {htemperature, true, 24i, hlocation,
false, RoomAi}, policy2 i
Then a token cache entry is generated:

Cache Entry Generation: Both ResultCache and TokenCache would be generated in this case. ResultCache and
TokenCache are generated in the same way as when
generated separately.

Decision Making: If a result cache entry is hit, the PDP
considers Decision in ResultCache as the appropriate
decision. In this case, a decision is made directly
without evaluating the variables.
Example: Consider the following result cache entry:
hPersonArrive, open door , D, {policy1 }i
The next time the PersonArrive event happens, the PDP
first directly looks for a corresponding cache entry, and
since the result cache is hit, the open door decision is
taken.

2) TokenCache:
•

•

Decision Making: If a token cache entry is hit, the PDP
first acquires the value of PolicyID in the token contained in the token cache entry. Then the PDP evaluates
these policies using the Drools reasoning engine. In this
process, the PDP evaluate the non-mutable variables
without acquiring their current values. By contrast, the
PDP needs to acquire the current values of the mutable
variables before evaluating them. Finally, a decision
is made by the PDP according to evaluation results
returned by Drools.
Example: Suppose that the following token cache entry
is hit:
hTemperatureChange, {tid : token1 }, Di

hTemperatureChange, {tid : token1 }, Di
4) Case Four: Napplicable+ > 1, ∀Mi = 1. In this
case, the number of applicable policies whose condition is
evaluated true is more than one, and all these policies contain
mutable variables.
• Cache Entry Generation: A TokenCache would be
generated in this case. The token set is composed of
tokens pointing to these policies.

The PDP then finds the token with the corresponding
identifier by taking into account that for policy2 only
the temperature variable is mutable. Consequently, the
PDP needs to acquire the current temperature value and
evaluates policy2 using Drools. During this process,
there is no need for PDP to obtain the current value
of the location variable. At last, a decision is made
according to the current value of the temperature.
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Figure 2.

In this section, we introduce two key algorithms for
MVAC: a token creation algorithm, and a cache update
algorithm.
1) Token Creation Algorithm: The pseudocode of token
creation algorithm is Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Token Creation.
Input: A: an annotation set of return value of GetAnnotation() with m elements; P , a set of n policies; V : an
empty set of variables; C: context
Output: T : a set of generated tokens
1: T = ∅
2: for i=1 to n do
3:
V =∅
4:
A:=GetAnnotation(pi )
5:
for j=1 to m do
6:
vj :=A.get(j )
7:
if vj .is mutable = mutable then
8:
current value ← C
9:
v:=h vj .variable name, true, current valuei

12:

Decision

Context

The Five Cases for the MVAC Creation in the PDP

E. Key Algorithms

10:
11:

end

TokenCache

else
current value ← C
v:=h vj .variable name, false, current valuei

end if
Add v to V
t := htid : token i , V, pi i
end for
17:
Add t to T
18: end for
19: return T
13:
14:
15:
16:

First, after the associated states or parameters have been
obtained and evaluated true against the condition, the PDP
examines the applicable policies to determine the element

values of a MVAT, e.g., variable name, is mutable according to the policy annotation tag, and then generates a
MVAT according to such values.
Policies, eg., XACML [16], are presented in a hierarchical
and nesting structure. The root of each such policy is usually
a policy or a policy set. A policy set is composed of a
sequence of policies or other policy set. For those policy
set nodes or policy nodes without an annotation tag, we
follow the following strategy to assign an annotation value
to them.
If a node does not have an annotation tag,
we obtain its annotation value from its parent
recursively.
The above strategy is applied in order to obtain the annotation value of each specific policy. In Algorithm 1, the process
for obtaining the annotation value is denoted by method
GetAnnotation(). The return value of GetAnnotation()
is a set of pairs (Referred to as A) whose format is
hvariable name, is mutablei. We assume that there are
m elements in A, and that every element in A is denoted
as vj . C holds the current value of variables. We denote
the identifier of these policies as a set P , and there are n
policies in P , with each policy denoted as pi .
After a token set is generated, a TokenCache cache entry
is created afterwards using this token set.
2) Cache Update Algorithm: Algorithm 2 shows how we
update cache entries.
An administrator may modify policies. Cache entries are
supposed to be updated at the same time. Based on when
cache entries are updated, different strategies are applied:
•

•

This strategy is applied to the TokenCache. Every time
changes are made to the annotation tags of the policy
set nodes and policy nodes, the TokenCache entries with
these tokens are invalidated.
This strategy is applied to the ResultCache. Every
time changes are made to the Action part of a policy,

Algorithm 2 Cache Update
Input: P : a set of modified policy identifiers; RC: ResultCache; T C: TokenCache
Output: RC: updated ResultCache; T C: updated TokenCache
1: RC , TC
2: for all p ∈ P do
3:
if isAction(p) then
4:
for all rc ∈ RC do
5:
if p ∈ rc.PolicyID then
6:
invalidate(rc)
7:
end if
8:
end for
9:
else if isAnnotation(p) then
10:
for all tc ∈ T C do
11:
if p ∈ tc.Token.PolicyID then
12:
invalidate(tc)
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
else if isDelete(p) then
16:
for all rc ∈ RC do
17:
if p ∈ rc.PolicyID then
18:
invalidate(rc)
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
for all tc ∈ TC do
22:
if p ∈ tc.Token.PolicyID then
23:
invalidate(tc)
24:
end if
25:
end for
26:
end if
27: end for
28: return RC , TC

the ResultCache entries whose PolicyID set contains
identifiers of these policies are invalidated.
• This strategy is applied to both the TokenCache and
the ResultCache. Every time a policy set node or a
policy node are deleted from the policy repository, some
necessary TokenCache entries or ResultCache entries
need to be invalidated.
In updating the TokenCache entries, we need to determine
which entries have to be invalidated according to the tokens
they contain. We take the following strategies:
• An annotation tag of a policy set node is modified. The
TokenCache entries which contain tokens pointing to
the policy nodes without an explicit annotation tag and
that are descendants of the policy set node are updated.
• An annotation tag of a policy node is modified. TokenCache entries which contain tokens pointing to the
policy node are updated.
In updating the ResultCache entries, as we mentioned ear-

lier, we invalidate the ResultCache entries whose PolicyID
set contains identifiers of the modified policies.
As discussed above, there are three cases in which we
have to update the cache entries: the Action of policies has
been changed, the Annotation has been changed, or policies
have been deleted. We denote three cases as isAction,
isAnnotation, isDelete, respectively. R is an identifier set
of policies which have been modified by the administrator.
The pseudocode of the cache update algorithm is Algorithm 2.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
We implemented a PDP extended with our MVAC mechanism. Our experimental platform consists of a PC running
Windows 7 professional with 4.00 GB memory and Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10GHz processor. We also
employed Drools version 5.1.1. as our reasoning engine.
There are many factors affecting the performance of our
PDP, such as the number of policies in the policy repository,
the ratio of mutable variables appearing in policies, the
size of cache pool and cache entry replacement strategy.
In our policy evaluation experiments, we focus on how the
number of policies, the ratio of mutable variables and the
size of cache pool affect cache performance. The policies
are designed to implement self-management of a data center.
These policies are written in XML.
B. Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate performance of MVAC, we conducted
three experiments. The first experiment is to compare the
policy evaluation times among different caches. The second
experiment is to show how the ratio of mutable variables in
policies affects the cache hit rate. The third experiment is to
show how the size of cache pool affects cache performance.
The detailed experimental processes are as follows.
First, we conducted experiments with a number of policies
varying from 500 to 5,000. Every 10 seconds, a simulation
of events, eg., TemperatureChange, SettingTime is captured
by the PDP. We measured the time when an event is
captured and the time when a decision is made by the
PDP. The latter subtracted by the former was considered
as the policy evaluation time. The experimental results are
shown in Figure 3. We can see that, with the increase in
the number of policies, the improvement of the efficiency
of TokenCache is more pronounced. And ResultCache can
always ensure a very efficient decision. Our PDP can achieve
high performance through a combination of TokenCache and
ResultCache.
Second, we conducted experiments with a ratio of mutable
variables in policies varying from 0 to 1, and a total
number of policies between 1,000 and 3,000 in two different
experiments. Similarly, a simulation event is captured every
10 seconds. We count the TokenCache and ResultCache hit
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rate by recording whether a decision is made by means
of cache. The results are shown in Figure 4. Our cache
mechanism can ensure a total cache hit rate higher than
95%. With the increase of the ratio of mutable variables,
TokenCache reaches a higher cache rate.
Third, we conducted experiments to show how the size
of the cache pool affects cache performance. We take the
maximum number of cache entries as size of the TokenCache
and ResultCache. The number of policies we used in these
experiments is 20. The size of the cache varies from 100
to 500 cache entries, and in addition we use two different
values for ratio of mutable variables, that is, 0.2 and 0.4. The
results are shown in Figure 5. In our experiments, as there
are only 20 policies, the number of possible cache entries
is not so large. In a cache pool with 100 cache entries, the
total cache hit rate is higher than 82.6% when the ratio of
mutable variables is 0.2. As the size of cache pool grows
larger, cache hit rate will achieve an improvement.

A. Implementation Issues in Drools
Drools is a rule-based reasoning engine running on the
Java platform. In our implemented PDP, we use Drools to
evaluate conditions in policies. As policies in Drools are not
organized in a nested structure, in order to use Drools for
policy evaluation, we had to address the following issues:
• Transforming nested general policies into a Drools rule
file, which is a .drl file. Rules in a Drools rule file are
in the when...then... form.
• Setting environmental context as facts in Drools. Because Drools uses facts to evaluate conditions, we need
to set environmental context, eg., current temperature
as facts in Drools.
• Getting decisions of Drools as results of policy evaluation. We need to get the then part of the rules as
decision results.
B. Correctness of MVAC-based Decision
The core idea of our MVAC mechanism is to ignore
changes of certain variables. As a result, wrong decisions
may be made in certain cases. Here are the possible cases
in which the PDP may return the wrong decision.
• During the life cycle of the PDP, a variable which is
defined as non-mutable has a different state from the
state when a TokenCache is produced.
• An event happens before cache updates have taken
effect.
In the former case, whether wrong decisions are made
depends on the probability that a non-mutable variable
changes its state. As a result, the probability of making
a wrong decision depends on the ratio of non-mutable
variables in policies. In other words, the higher the ratio
of non-mutable variables is, the higher the probability that a

wrong decision is made would be. In the latter case, whether
wrong decisions are made depends on the efficiency of cache
update algorithm. An efficient cache update mechanism
could decrease the probability to a great extent.
In order to reduce as much as possible the probability
of making a wrong decision, when a system administrator
writes policies, he or she should carefully decide whether a
variable must be defined as a non-mutable variable. Therefore correct variable classification is crucial. In addition,
the adoption of an efficient cache update mechanism can
further decrease the probability that the PDP returns a wrong
decision.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Although the performance of the PDP is a crucial aspect in policy-based management approaches, most previous
researches on policies mainly paid attention to correctness
issues [20], such as specification, design, and analysis of
policies. Although policy correctness does play a very
important role, the adoption of a policy-based management
approach may not be effective if systems are not efficiently
implemented [8].
There are two categories of approaches for enhancing
policy evaluation performance. Approaches in the first category transform policies into equivalent expressions that are
amenable to efficient evaluation [8][9]. Approaches in the
second category use a cache mechanism [7][17]. Approaches
in the first categories can be further classified into two
types: approaches that transform policies into equivalent
expressions with a simpler logical structure [8]; approaches
that transform policies to other formats for processing by
on-the-shelf tools for performing various logical reasoning
and analysis [9].
Kevin et al. [7] show why performance has a major impact
on policy-based management by experimentally analyzing
the use of a policy-based management approach in the
context of some emerging applications, such as real-time
enforcement of privacy policies in a sensor network or
location-aware computing environment. These applications
require high throughput. However, when they conduct the
experiments, they find that current policy enforcement solutions are unable to achieve the required scalability. As
a result, they develop a flexible C++ framework, CPOL,
to achieve high-throughput policy evaluation. The most
critical performance improvement in CPOL is caching. In
the location-aware privacy implementation, CPOL is able
to process most requests from the cache, thus reducing the
handling time to a large extent. CPOL is able to achieve such
a high hit rate because it gives the application developer
control over invalidation. Evaluation is conducted to test
performance of CPOL, and results show that CPOL provides
a good solution to the evaluation of policies.
Liu et al. [8] propose the first approach towards improving
the XACML policy evaluation performance. In [8], they

propose fast policy evaluation algorithms which can also
be adapted to support various policy languages. In order
to separate policy performance issues from correctness,
they propose two fundamental techniques for fast policy
evaluation: policy normalization and canonical representation. They implement their proposed algorithms in a policy
evaluation system called XEngine [21]. They perform extensive comparison with the Sun PDP, which is the industrial
standard for XACML policy evaluation. The experimental
results show that XEngine is orders of magnitude faster than
Sun PDP.
Additional efforts have been devoted to implementing
high-performance policy evaluation, focusing on XACML,
which has become the de facto standard for specifying
access control policies. Nils et al. [17] propose a decision
cache for XACML. The decision cache is implemented as
an XACML obligation service, where a specification of the
XML elements to be authorized and anonymised is sent to
the PEP during the initial authorization. Further authorization check of the individual XML elements according to the
authorization specification is then performed on all matching
XML resources, and decisions are stored in the decision
cache. The decision cache improves XACML performance
significantly.
Unlike the above performance optimization mechanisms,
we introduce an efficient cache mechanism for general
policies. CPOL implements a cache mechanism by using
simpler cache conditions which are not as precise as the
original condition in policies. However, we further decrease
the number of variables to be evaluated in caches by dividing
variables into mutable variables and non-mutable variables.
For those non-mutable variables, we directly get their values
in tokens without acquiring them and accept a minimal
chance that a wrong decision may be made. Our experiments
show that performance is significantly improved. Liu et al.
also introduce two policy evaluation techniques focusing on
XACML, but our cache mechanism can be applied to more
general policies.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Performance has not been the main focus for policybased management methodologies for large-scale networked
systems. However performance is a critical requirement for
many deployments of policy-based management systems. In
this paper, we introduced the Mutable Variable Aware Cache
(MVAC) mechanism to achieve high-performance policy
decision for general policies. The core idea of our cache
mechanism is to divide variables into mutable variables and
non-mutable variables and to fix time windows during which
changes to non-mutable variables are ignored. We introduced
a new concept of Mutable Variable Aware Token (MVAT)
object to record states of variables. There are two kinds
of cache entries: ResultCache and TokenCache. We deal
with them in different ways to achieve an efficient policy

evaluation process. Experimental results showed our PDP
implemented an efficient general policy decision process.
As part of future work, we would like to include in
our PDP some policy combination techniques for dealing
with conflicting policies. As the analysis of policy conflicts [22][23][24] is one of the key issues in policy-based
management, we need to extend our PDP to include policy
combining algorithms in our future work and to understand
their impact on performance.
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